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Abstract

Stability and style-variation are important characteris-
tics in handwriting analysis and recognition. This paper
describes a stability modelling technique of handwritings in
the context of on-line signature verification. With this tech-
nique, the stability and style-variation characteristics are
deduced from the dynamic warping relationship between
the sequences of basic handwriting strokes of the refer-
ence samples. Reliablity measures of the extracted signa-
ture features are incorporated into the signature segmen-
tation, model-building, and verification algorithms, so that
stable handwriting features are emphasized in the signature
matching process, while style-variations for less stable fea-
tures are intentionally tolerated. The generated signature
model consists of a structure description graph of the hand-
writing components and their stability information. A sig-
nature is accepted by the model if it is close to a permissible
path within the weighted graph. A novel feature of the tech-
nique is its ability to refine the correspondence relation of
the handwriting during model-building and signature ver-
ification. This ability enables the verification and partial
correction of segmentation errors to reduce the number of
false rejections while maintaining the system security level
and keeping the number of reference samples manageable.

1 Introduction

Signature is a mean of personal identity authentication
and verification. Its use has been well established, espe-
cially in legal and commercial environments. It is highly
desirable to automate the process for the accurate identifi-
cation of genuine handwritings and the detection of forged
ones. For this reason, many research and development ef-
forts have been invested over the last decades [1, 2].

Flexible pattern matching techniques are continuously
being investigated. Regional correlation, elastic matching
by dynamic time warping, skeleton tree matching [3], signal
correlation [4], hidden Markov modelling [5], and neural
network techniques [6] have been applied to on-line signa-
ture verification. In addition to the pattern matching prob-
lem, one also face the problem of selecting optimal proto-
types and constructing accurate signature models for verifi-

cation. This is where the analysis of pattern correlation be-
tween reference signatures, i.e. stability characteristics, be-
comes valuable. The standard deviation is a convenient and
generic stability indicator for parametric and also for func-
tional features on a region-by-region basis. An alternative
stability characteristic for on-line signature verification has
been proposed by G. Congedo et al., which makes use of the
dynamic time warping function between the sample points
of two signature trajectories [7]. In their approach, a Direct
Matching Point (DMP) is used to indicate a small region
where no significant distortion exists between the trajecto-
ries. Stability indices are formulated based on the detection
of DMP, which is used to select optimal references.

It seems appropriate to extend the stability estimation
technique to handwriting strokes, in order to obtain struc-
tural level stability and to take advantage of handwriting-
component based verification strategies. This paper de-
scribes such a technique. Signatures are first segmented
into basic handwriting strokes. Matching between signa-
tures is implemented using dynamic warping applied to the
respective stroke sequences. The stability characteristics of
the strokes are obtained, and are utilised to weight the im-
portance of each stroke in verification. A novel feature of
the technique is its ability to refine the segmentation and the
correspondence relation of handwriting strokes. This ability
enables the verification and partial correction of segmenta-
tion errors, to reduce the number of false rejections while
maintaining high security level.

2 Stability feature extraction

Stroke-based stability measurement requires the signa-
ture to be segmented into basic handwriting units or pen-
strokes. In this instance, segmentation of the on-line ac-
quired signature is performed according to the handwriting
motion breaks. The transition points near the handwriting
motion velocity zero-crossings and corresponding to high
curvature peaks are chosen as the segmentation points [8].
The initial segmentation is obtained on an individual signa-
ture basis. Over- or under-segmentation could be expected
due noise and imperfections in the data collection process.
To construct an accurate signature model using a limited
number of reference samples, a segmentation verification
and refinement technique is derived.



2.1 Stroke stability estimation

Inspired by the sample-point stability estimation tech-
nique by G. Congedo et al. [7], a method of extracting sta-
bility information on handwriting strokes is implemented.
It is based on the analysis of the dynamic coupling between
the chains of handwriting strokes in reference signatures.

For a set of genuine reference samples
���������	� 
��

���� � � ����
, the stability of a single specimen

�������
is for-

mulated with respect to the other signatures
������� �����! 

.
Assume a signature is represented as a list of segmented ba-
sic handwriting units, i.e.,

�"�#�%$ ��& �('*)+� � ��) $ �,& - '.)+� � ��) $ ��& � � ' ,� � �%$ �/& �('*)+� � ��) $ �0&21 '.)+� � �() $ �0& � � ' . (1)

The dynamic warping procedure generates the coupling se-
quence, 3 & ��  ' = & 
�4 65 4 ' , ..., & 
87 65 7 ' , ..., & 
:9 65 9 ' , be-
tween the basic units of

���
and

�"�
. & 
87 65 7 ' denotes a cou-

pling between
$ �,& 
87 ' and

$ �0& 5 7 ' . The accumulated global
distance, ; & �"�  �"� ' �=< 97?>@4BA & $ ��& 
87 '? $ �0& 5 7 '�' , is to be
minimised by the warping algorithm.

The multiplicity of the stroke-coupling is defined here
as the number of occurrences of a stroke reference in the
warping path. Let & -  1 ' � 3 & ��  ' be a coupling between$ �,& - ' and

$ �/&21 ' . The multiplicities C�D and C�E are,

C D = card
� & 
87 65 7 ' � 3 & ��  ' ��
87F� - � ,

C E = card
� & 
87 65 7 ' � 3 & ��  ' � 5 7G� 1 � . (2)

A Direct Matching Stroke (DMS) of the
�
-th signature is

a pen-stroke segment which has a one-to-one coupling with
a pen-stroke segment of the

 
-th signature, i.e.

$ ��& - ' is DMS HJIKC D � C E � � . (3)
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Figure 1. Identifiable patterns within the dy-
namic warping output. The stable DMS-
coupling patterns, i.e. the one-to-one match-
ings, are circled with solid lines. Others non-
DMS couplings, i.e. one-to-many matchings,
are circled with dotted lines.

The stable-coupling chains, i.e. the chains of uninter-
rupted DMS coupling, give useful indications of stabil-
ity. They represent highly skilled sub-groups of pen-strokes

which can be expected to be present in most genuine signa-
tures. In the following, the identified DMS and non-DMS
couplings (Figure 1) are utilised in the refinement of signa-
ture model.

2.2 Structural model building

Structural Description Graph (SDG) is a visually appeal-
ing scheme for organising the complex statistical features
and structural relations in on-line acquired signatures. It has
been utilised by G. Dimauro et al. to model handwriting
strokes separated by pen-lifts [9]. Similarly, SDG is used
here to describe the organisation of the motion-segmented
handwriting strokes. For each enrolled signature, a SDG is
constructed by identifying the finite set of pen-stroke clus-
ters from the reference samples.
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Figure 2. The Structural Description Graph
of a signature model. Each ellipse enclosed
group is a stroke cluster.

The dynamic warping sequences are algorithmically
transformed into a SDG (Figure 2). In the transformation,
the strokes in the template signature are treated as initial
cluster centers. The strokes in the other reference signa-
tures under DMS coupling are grouped directly with these
centers. The non-DMS coupled strokes are extrapolated as
branches from the main trunk, which then become separate
clusters. The branch returns to the main trunk when DMS
coupling resumes. The stability indices

�"l
associated with

these clusters are given as the ratio of the numbers of strokes
in the clusters over the number of total reference signatures.
The uninterrupted DMS coupling sequences are also well
presented in the SDG.

2.3 Segmentation verification

The non-DMS patterns are further analysed with a seg-
mentation verification process, to decide on how the strokes
can be best correlated. Consider the typical non-DMS cou-
pling examples in Figure 1. There are a few possibilities
that need to be considered. First it is possible that the stroke
may simply need to be repeated several times as detected
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by dynamic warping. It is also possible that over- or under-
segmentation for one of the signatures occurs. The neigh-
bouring strokes need to be combined before matching to the
corresponding region. Finally, the regions under compari-
son may differ sufficently, that after eliminating the possi-
bilities of shorter range coupling, a combined long stroke
in one signature has to be coupled with a combined long
stroke in another signature.

a b c

u vy2 y3 yn...y1

a b c

u vy2 y3 yn...y1

(a) (b)

Figure 3. General case of non-DMS coupling
from stroke-warping. Stroke � is the non-DMS
coupling under consideration. Case (a) is
a simple one-to-many matching enclosed by
DMS couplings at both ends, and case (b) is a
many-to-many matching due to an extra link
between � and

 
. The dotted lines indicate

other permissible matchings under dynamic
warping.

Non-DMS coupling patterns can generally appear in the
forms listed in Figure 3. Let � &�� 4  ��� �� � �  ��� ' denote all the
possible configurations that can be generated for the one-
to-many relation ��� &�� 4  ��� �� � �  ��� ' . In the following, ‘ � ’
denotes ‘is matched to’, and ‘+’ denotes ‘is concatenated
with’. For

� � �
, � &�� 4 ' is simply ��� � 4 . For

� �
	
,

� &�� 4  ��� ' represents
� ��� � 4  ��� ��� � ; � ��� � 4 ) ��� � .

Configurations for higher orders of
�

are generated recur-
sively by expressions involving lower order terms. For ex-
ample, � &�� 4  ���  �� ' is equivalent to

� ��� � 4  � &����  �� ' � ;� ��� � 4 ) ���  � &��� ' � ; � ��� � 4 ) ��� ) �� � . The general case
� &�� 4  ���  �� �� � �  ��� ' represents

� ��� � 4 , � &����  �� �� � �  ��� ' � ;� ��� � 4 ) ���  � &���� �� � �  ��� ' � ; ... ;
� ��� � 4 ) ��� ) � � ��) ��� � .

The rules of generating the configurations for case (a) of
Figure 3 are:

��� ���  � &�� 4  ��� �� � �  ��� '?�� �  
;

��� ��� ) � 4  � &���� �� � �  ��� '?�� �  
;

��� ��� ) � 4  � &���� �� � �  ����� 4 '?�� � ��� )  ;

��� ���  � &�� 4  ��� �� � �  ����� 4 '?�� � ��� )  .

In case (b) of Figure 3, they become:

��� ���  � &�� 4  ��� �� � �  ��� '?�� �  
;

��� ��� ) � 4  � &���� �� � �  ��� '?�� �  
;

��� ��� ) � 4  � &���� �� � �  ���   '?�� �  
;

��� ���  � &�� 4  ��� �� � �  ���   '?�� �  
.

The � ��� and
� �  

couplings may not always be present.
This happens when the one-to-many relation is at one end
of the stroke sequence, in which case these terms are dis-
carded in the list of rules. The distances at sample point
level of each possible configuration in these cases are eval-
uated, and the likelihoods of the configurations are ranked
accordingly. In cluster refinement, the most likely config-
uration is chosen, and the model graph is refined so that
uncertainties in the initial SDG are removed.

Algorithm of stroke-match refinement

� For signature
� � �!�

, obtain the stroke-coupling se-
quences 3 & ��  ' , � ��� � �   �� �

, with dynamic
warping.

� From each 3 & ��  ' , calculate the multiplicities of
strokes in

�"�
and

�"�
, and identify the DMS and non-

DMS in the sequence. The stroke whose multiplicity
C � �

is a DMS, otherwise a non-DMS.

� For each non-DMS, perform the following segmenta-
tion verification procedure.

– Derive the possible stroke configurations accord-
ing to rule set for case (a) and case (b) in Figure
3, and calculate their matching distances.

– Select the most likely configuration according to
the least distance.

� Re-generate the SDG model from the refined coupling.
Re-calculate the stability indices of the input signature
strokes.

3 Signature verification

The online signature verification algorithm adopts a
multi-stage strategy. Global features, such as the aspect
ratio, the total time duration, and the low-resolution 2-D
bitmap features, are used to filter the random and less skill-
ful signature forgeries. While establishing the correspon-
dence of handwriting strokes by the dynamic warping pro-
cedure, the presence or absence of the reference pen-strokes
are examined, i.e. a structural feature verification is per-
formed. The functional distance is then accumulated to
generate an overall matching score for the input signature
against the model.

3.1 Stroke distance metrics

The functional distances between corresponding pen-
strokes are computed with the aid of B-spline approxima-
tion, adopting the curve distance metrics formulated in ref-
erence [10]. Let

$ ��& - ' be a model curve of
�

equi-distance
points, and

$ �/&21 ' a correponding curve in the test pattern,$ �/&21 ' is reconstructed from its B-spline representation to be
of the same dimension

�
. The shape change between these

curves A & $ ��& - '? $ �0&21 '�' , is defined to be a measurement of
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the elastic deformation in transforming from one curve to
the other. It includes three components; the accumulated
square of the Euclidean distance between the sample points,
the internal strain energy term, and the internal bending en-
ergy term.

While transforming from
$ ��& - ' to

$ �/&21 ' , the Euclidean
distance term ��� , the strain energy term

���
, and and the

bending energy term � � are given by,

����� 	�
 ����
D � 	�
�� � E � 	�
 � � ,� � � 	�
 ��� ��������� � ���� � � ��������� � ���� � � �

,� � � 	�
 ��� ������� � ���� � ������� � ���� � �
.

(4)

The first and second order derivatives in the above equations
are obtained analytically from the cubic B-Spline versions
of the curves.

Let A � 	�
 be the point-wise distance between correspond-
ing samples on

$ ��& - ' and
$ �/&21 ' .

A � 	�
 ��! " ���#� 	�
 )%$ � � � 	�
 )'& � � � 	�
  (5)

where
" �$

and
&

are weighting constants denoting the con-
tributions of the distance components, with

" )($ ))& � �
.

The total distance is

A & $ ��& - '? $ �0&21 '�' �
�*
� >@4

A � 	�
 � (6)

3.2 Verification algorithm

The block diagram of the detailed signature verifier is
given in Figure 4. In principle, the verification process op-
erates by rectifying the errors in signature segmentation and
refining the stroke-correspondence mapping in order to ob-
tain an accurate model. A SDG is built for each reference
signature and the collection of all the reference signature
SDGs is the signature model. During model building, each
of the reference signatures in turn is used as a test input, to
generate a set of acceptance thresholds. In the verification
phase, an input signature is tested against the SDG models.
Utilising the cluster thresholds, the lists of accepted and re-
jected input strokes, as well as the omitted reference strokes,
are generated. The final decision is based on the analysis of
these lists.

The input signature is accepted by the signature model if
there exists a path within a SDG which is sufficiently sim-
ilar to the input sequence. The test for such a condition is
implemented with a straight-forward strategy, i.e. to gener-
ate all the permissible paths within the SDG, and compar-
ing each path against the input sequence. A more efficient
strategy would be to perform the dynamic warping and re-
finement procedure between the SDG main trunk and the
input sequence, and then to consider the localized matching
with the SDG branches. The former strategy is used for its
simplicity.

Algorithm of model acceptance testing

� For each SDG
�
,

 � � ��� � � 
 in the signature model, cre-

ate an initial path - �+ 65 �-,
, and generate all permissi-

ble paths:

� GenPath(- �+ , 5 )
– Add links to path - �+ along SDG

�
, till the end

node is reached or a node with branches is en-
countered.

– If the end node of SDG
�

is reached, return path- �+ ;
– If encountering a node with branch-outs, create

temporary -�. � - �+ ; for each branch-out
�

5 � 5F)+�
;

create a new path - �+ ;
copy -�. to - �+ ;
recursively call GenPath(- �+ ,5 );�

� For each path - �+ � $ � 4 ) � � �/) $ �� ) � � �/) $ � 7�/ , obtain
the distance to the input signature stroke path 0 �%$�4 )� � ��) $ . )+� � ��) $(7�1 :

– Perform stroke-match and refinement to obtain
the warping sequence 3 & - �+  0 ' ;

– Perform cluster membership test on the input
strokes along 3 & - �+  0 ' ;

– Accumulate the lists of accepted, rejected input
strokes, and the omitted reference strokes;

– Accumulate the weighted global distance A .324.35 � ;
– Make decision on the acceptance for path - �+ .

� Make final decision on the acceptance of input signa-
ture 0 .

The weight of each template stroke
$ �� in - �+ is calculated

by taking into account the length as well as its stability in-
dex,

6�7 
98;: 0 & $ �� ' � 	 7 � 8 0 : & $ �� '=< �"l & $ �� '< 7�/� >@4 	 7 � 8 0 : & $ �� '>< �"l & $ �� '
�

(7)

The weight of each input stroke
$ . is the stroke length

over the sum of lengths of all input strokes, assuming they
are equally stable,

6�7 
98;: 0 & $ . ' � 	 7 � 8 0 : & $ . '< 7�1� >@4 	 7 � 8 0 : & $ � '
�

(8)

The total weighted distance is

A .324.35 � �
9*
� >@?

6�7 
98;: 0 & $ �A@B '>< A & $ �A@B  $ A � '? (9)

where & 6 4  6 � ' � 3 & - �+  0 ' & 	 ' .
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Assume a pen-stroke
$ . of input signature 0 has a match-

ing reference stroke
$(�� of - �+ in the warping sequence

3 & - �+  0 ' . $ . is accepted by
$(�� cluster if the deviations of

its feature values are within the model cluster thresholds.
Otherwise it is either rejected if the reference stroke

$��� is a
DMS, or marked as a style variation in which case the devia-
tion is accummulated in the global distance. In the case that$ . is rejected,

$ �� is marked as an omitted stroke by 0 . Sta-
tistical data are also recorded on whether the uninterrupted
chains of DMS in - �+ has been broken.

Judgement of whether the input is acceptable to the sig-
nature model is based on the following criteria, comparing
to the corresponding statistics obtained from the reference
signatures.

� the accumulated weights of accepted strokes of 0 by- �+ , � � � & - �+  0 ' ;
� the accumulated weights of rejected strokes of 0 by - �+ ,� 7 5 & - �+  0 ' ;
� the accumulated weights of omitted strokes of - �+ by 0 ,� C 0 & - �+  0 ' ;
� the conformance of stable DMS sequences within - �+

by 0 ;
� the accumulated weighted distance A .324.35 � .

4 Experiment result

The online signature data acquisition device is a Sum-
magraphics writing tablet with a 6x6 square-inch opaque
active writing area. It operates at a resolution setting of 500
lines per inch, and a reporting rate of 50 coordinate pairs per
second. The tablet is attached to the computer via a serial
interface. Additional data are collected with Wacom Intuos
4x5 graphics tablet and pen hardware, interfacing through
the Wintab driver avaliable from the Wacom Website. It has
a handwriting pressure sensor of 1024 levels, and a 200 co-
ordinate paris per second maximum reporting rate. These
additional data are used to study the effectiveness of higher
sampling rates.

Data are gathered from 89 people, with 36 using the Wa-
com tablet. They were asked to write their signatures for
enrollment, but a number of participants offered to write
practiced names instead of their real signatures. Each such
writing is repeated 20 or more times. The first few are used
as references and the rest as test samples. They are also
asked to forge other people’s signatures using the same sys-
tem in verification mode. The forgery data are used in the
false acceptance test. The system displays the target signa-
ture for the signer to practice and perform verification inter-
actively.The total number of handwriting samples collected
is about 4600, with about 2100 obtained from the Wacom
tablet. Sample signatures are shown in Figure 5.

The multi-regional elastic matching algorithm for online
signature verification [8] is extended to incorporate the SDG
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Figure 4. The block diagram of the detailed
signature verifier of the on-line signature ver-
ification system implemented.

Figure 5. Examples of signatures in the
database. Left is genuine and right is forgery.
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stability modelling. The system is tested on the experimen-
tal database, with five reference signatures in the verifica-
tion model for each signature class. Varying the number of
reference signatures from three to seven gives little devia-
tions to the error trade-off curves shown in Figure 6. How-
ever the more reference signatures are used, the more strict
the verification threshold controls need to be. Tests on data
collected from the Summagraphics tablet and the Wacom
tablet show no significant difference in the final result. Thus
higher sampling rates than 50Hz does not significantly im-
prove the signature segmentation and matching accuracy in
the current form of the algorithm. It can be see from the
trade-off curves that, without SDG models, the equal-error-
rate is about 9%; with the addition of SDG model verifi-
cation, the error rate is reduced to about 5%; and with the
introduction of stroke-match refinement, the error rate is re-
duced again to about 4%.
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Figure 6. The error trade-off curves for the
three cases of not using SDG model, using
SDG model, and using SDG model with stroke
matching refinement.

5 Conclusion

A SDG-based stability modeling technique has been in-
troduced in this paper. It is used to improve a stroke-based
on-line signature verification system developed previously.
The improvements include stability considerations in the
verification score, signature segmentation verification, and
signature SDG model building. Style variations are explic-
itly allowed for by following all permissible paths within
the SDGs and therefore a more thorough utilisation of avail-
able reference signatures is achieved. While the DTW tech-

nique is an essential part of the proposed signature verifi-
cation method, it operates on signature segments only. Al-
though the handwriting motion-based signature segmenta-
tion technique is adopted here to generate the basis signa-
ture segmentation structure, this method is not restricted
to motion segmentation. Other segmentation techniques,
such as segmenting the signature at perceptually important
points, may also be applicable.
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